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Evocative floral interiors from leading home and lifestyle company, Designers Guild
Explores how flowers can influence atmosphere through simple, harmonious designs
Quotes from artists and famous figures who found their inspiration in flowers

“It’s an evocative, inspiring mood board of a book.” — Andreina Cordani, Reclaim Magazine
“Decorating with flowers – on everything from walls and windows to sofas and floors – will bring magic and romance to any space.” — Mail on Sunday’s You Magazine
In the designs of Tricia Guild, atmosphere is everything. Patterns, colour, texture, furniture and furnishings interweave to create spaces that have all the depth and meaning of
installation art. Yet just as an outfit never feels complete without a spritz of scent, a room without plants is only nearly complete. Only nearly perfect.
At Designers Guild, Tricia Guild uses flowers, leaves and stems to enhance a room’s mood, bringing soul to the spaces we live in. A flower has many spirits over the course of
its life, from the promise of those first pristine and innocent buds, to the resplendent joy of full blooms and the wistful glory as they fade. The cycle of nature provides an everevolving muse for Tricia Guild. Her latest book explores how blooms can evoke emotion, presenting a plethora of inspirational designs that breathe fresh life into our homes
and workspaces.
Designers Guild is perhaps known best for their luxurious painterly designs, inspired by nature. Tricia Guild is renowned for her confident and vivid use of colour, but the
natural and neutral palette enjoy equal prominence in the company's collections. Founded by Tricia Guild OBE, Designers Guild started life in 1970 as a small section of a single
shop in Chelsea's King's Road. The brand has since evolved into a global enterprise, whose products have changed the way we view color, pattern and texture in our homes.
The Designers Guild group comprises collections of fabrics, wallpapers, furniture, paint and accessories. They produce and distribute collections for brands like Christian
Lacroix, William Yeoward, John Derian and Ralph Lauren. Tricia Guild is the author of many bestselling books, including Out of the Blue (ACC), Trica Guild’s Paint Box (Quadrille)
and Decorating with Colour (Rizzoli).
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